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Abstract

Automated recognition of the behavior of robots is in-
creasingly needed in a variety of tasks, as we develop
more autonomous robots and general information process-
ing agents. For example, in environments with multiple au-
tonomous robots, a robot may need to make decisions based
on the behavior of the other robots. As another interest-
ing example, an intelligent narrator agent observing a robot
will need to automatically identify the robot’s behaviors. In
this paper, we introduce a novel framework for using Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) to represent and recognize strategic
behaviors of robotic agents. We first introduce and character-
ize the perceived signal in terms of behavioral-relevant state
features. We then show how several HMMs capture differ-
ent defined robot behaviors. Finally we present the HMM-
based recognition algorithm which orchestrates and selects
the appropriate HMMs in real time. We use the multi-robot
robotic soccer domain as the substrate of our empirical vali-
dation, both in simulation and using real robots. Robots will
then adapt their behaviors as a function of the autonomously
recognized behavior of the other agents, either teammates or
opponents.

1. Introduction

Intelligent autonomous robots perform tasks according
to different behaviors [4, 9, 1, 12]. We can assume that
in general, each robot will act according to a set of be-
haviors, either fully or partially pre-defined. Suppose
now that an agent has the ability to observe a robot and
to autonomously identify which behavior the robot is
performing. This is the question that drives the work
that we report.

We situate our work in the domain of robotic soc-
cer, in which it is potentially advantageous to be able
to recognize, model, and predict the other agents’ be-
haviors.

Robotic soccer has been developed in simulation
and with real robots [7]. Important aspects of oppo-
nent modeling have been developed in simulation [11].
The real robots are physical robotic agent computer
controlled either on-board or off-board through radio
communication. In both simulation and real robots,

the agents must be fully autonomous, as human op-
erators are not allowed to interfere once the game has
started. In general, robotic or simulation agents ob-
serve the state of the environment, including the posi-
tion of the other robots, and select actions based on the
observed state. The decision making is mainly Marko-
vian, where possibly limited memory processing of
past states is inferred and included in the agent’s in-
ternal state [3]. In general, these state observations and
predictions are at the low-level of actions of the robots,
namely coordinate current or predicted location. Our
concern is at the level of extracting high-level strategy
behaviors from the observed data, which clearly can-
not be done in a Markovian way. Examples of such
behaviors are “go-to-ball,” “blocking robot,” and “go-
to-defend.”

We see two main tasks for which the autonomous
analysis of an agent’s behavior is beneficial:

1. Adaptable Strategy

Teams of robots and individual robots can change
their game-playing strategy as a function of the
recognized behavior of the other agents. Auto-
matic recognition of the team strategy is a chal-
lenging problem. It represents an instance of the
general plan recognition problem within uncer-
tain and nondeterministic domains. In addition,
we aim at representing and recognizing multi-
agent behaviors.

2. Narrative Agents

Several researchers are aiming at developing au-
tonomous narrative agents, (e.g.,[2]). These
agents need to “detect” what the soccer agents
are doing at the high behavioral level to provide
interesting narrations, e.g., “The midfielder drib-
bles the ball; The goalkeeper aligns itself with the
ball; The ball is passed to the right-wing attacker,
who intercepts the ball and shoots. Goal!”.

This paper contributes the use of Hidden Markov
models to the representation and recognition of robots’
behaviors. Observations are viewed as a perceived
robot performance “signal.” Our processing algorithm



is inspired at a high conceptual level of abstraction
level in other temporal nondeterministic signal under-
standing tasks, such as speech or music recognition. To
our best knowledge, our work is novel in casting and
developing representation and recognition of robot be-
havior (towards multi-agent robot behavior in particu-
lar) within a Hidden Markov Model based approach.
However, Hidden Markov Models have been used in
other recognition tasks, speech recognition[10], ges-
ture recognition[8] and robot skill learning[6].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the behavioral model that we follow. It also then
briefly presents the robotic soccer framework and in
particular it describes the robot perceived signal that is
used for behavior recognition. Section 3 introduces the
behavior representation using Hidden Markov Mod-
els, which it illustrates with several examples. It for-
mally introduces a general Behavioral Hidden Markov
Model which is independent of the particular domain
used. Section 4 presents in detail the recognition al-
gorithm. Section 5 shows experimental illustrations
of our approach with multiple behaviors. The exper-
iments are performed both in simulation and with real
robots. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Substrate: Behavioral Approach and
Input Robot Signal

Let R be the robot being observed and O being the ob-
serving robot. The agent R is situated in its operating
environment, or the world and it acts in reaction to the
environment. O observes R and does not know its in-
ternal states. O’s goal is to infer R’s “strategic behav-
ior” from what it perceives of R’s physical actions and
the environmental states.

This recognition goal may appear at first as a fu-
tile process since, without knowledge of R’s internal
state, there are endless possibilities of what behavior
R is really performing. Therefore we need to state the
problem as a behavior membership decision, under the
following assumption:

R acts according to a known set of behaviors�������
. While acting in its environment, it re-

actively chooses a behavior that matches the
current state. O has a model of the set of pos-
sible behaviors. O needs to “decide,” i.e., to
recognize, which

�������
R is performing.

We believe that HMMs are suitable for this recogni-
tion process, as the internal state of the observed agent
R is naturally “hidden.” Environmental state features
provide observations that can be used in the HMMs.

We now introduce the perceived state in the robotic
soccer.

In a robotic soccer game, there are �	� mobile robots
(where � is the number of robots in each team) and one
moving ball. A global vision system is used to capture
the location of the objects in the soccer field [5]. We
characterize this as a time dependent function: 
 ����

.
For two teams of robots in the game, each robot’s state
is encoded into x, y location and orientation. The ball’s
state is encoded into ����� location and velocity. There-
fore, the dimensionality of 
 ����

is ������������� .
This provides a discretization of 
 ����

. We now have
a �	����� dimensions time series 
�� � � . The time granu-
larity of 
�� � � depends on the speed of the vision algo-
rithm, in our case, 1/30 sec lapses between successive
readings [5].

The goal of the recognition algorithm is to take this
time series 
�� � � as input, and generate a scene descrip-
tion. Since one of the major application of such an
algorithm is to generate real-time narration, the algo-
rithm must be an online algorithm.

3. Representing Behaviors as Hidden
Markov Models

In this section, we overview Hidden Markov Model
and then we describe how we adapted the model to be-
havior recognition.

In the Hidden Markov Model framework, the system
is represented as a set of discrete states. At each time
step, the system is in one of N states ( !#"%$'& ). A state
transition takes place according to a certain probabil-
ity distribution. The transition probability (*) ��+-,�.0/21
"4365 +7,81 " $ � (i.e., for the state transition " $89 "'3 ) is
denoted by : $ 3 .

However, the state of the system at time t,
+ ,

, is not
directly observable. Instead, a set of state dependent
observation variables, ;<$ , are available. The variables
;%$ are not necessarily discrete, it can either be from a
set ( !#;%$=& ) or from a multi-dimensional continuous dis-
tribution ( >@? ). For each state "A$ , an observation prob-
ability B $ � ; � is defined over ; , be it discrete or contin-
uous.

The robot soccer domain is naturally multi-agent.
However, the complexity of the agent behavior can in-
crease exponentially with the number of agents. For
this work founding the robot behavior of robot recog-
nition, we limit the number of agents to be one and the
ball.

We will now proceed to describe applying HMM to
behavior recognition in the robotic soccer domain.



3.1. Unobservables in an observable world

As we have seen, a Hidden Markov Model consists of a
discrete set of states and a discrete set of observations.
In our application of HMM to behavior recognition,
the set of Markov states corresponds to a model of the
mental state of the agents and the set of observations
correspond to the physical state of the agents.

This can be more clearly explained if we consider
the behavior generation process. Each agent situated
in its environment must make decision according to
its sensor inputs. Most complex agents’ behaviors
can be broken down into stages. For example, if a
robot is trying to execute the behavior “go behind the
ball,” the stages corresponding to this behavior can
be ! beginning of behavior execution, rotating towards
ball, in front of ball, beside the ball, behind the ball & .
It is worth noting that these stages of a behavior may
not be explicitly described in the implementation of the
behavior. Nonetheless, the stages provide the modeled
abstraction of the potentially complex behavior.

The HMM for recognizing the behavior will con-
sist of these stages, represented as states. Probabilistic
transitions between any two states models the noise in
the system and any discrepancies between the model
and the actual behavior.

Even though some of the Markov states appear to
map to physical location/state of the agent, it is worth
noting that this is not necessarily the case. Physical
location and Markov states are distinct.

It is possible to model all behaviors together as one
hidden Markov model, however, the resulting model is
unnecessarily complex. Our algorithm uses one HMM
for each behavior, with them executing concurrently
during recognition.

3.2. HMM structure for a behavior

A Behavior HMM consists of four different types of
states, namely:

� Initial States – States in which a robot will be
at the start of the execution of the behavior. For
complex behaviors, it is possible to have more
than one initial states.

� Accept States – Upon successful completion of a
behavior, the robot will be at the accept state. For
the recognizer, accept states serve as the signal for
a successful detection.

� Intermediate states – A complex behavior may
have any number of intermediate stages. These

stages are captured in a Behavior HMM by the
intermediate states. Normally, to reach an accept
state from the initial states, one must transverse
through intermediate states.

� Reject States – A naive behavior recognizer will
give ambiguous output when given a observation
not generated by its behavior. We propose a semi-
combined HMM that partially includes other be-
haviors.

A reject state serves two different purposes: 1)
It labels states that the behavior definitely should
not reach. For example, for the behavior Go-
Behind-Ball and the recognizer detected that the
robot is in front of the ball, then the recognizer
should give a reject state a high probability, sig-
nifying that what the robot is doing is highly un-
likely to be Go-Behind-Ball; 2) All other states
not relevant to this behavior can be collapsed into
one single reject state. Falling into these states
during recognition means that the sequence do not
conform to the definition of this behavior accord-
ing to this HMM.

As an example, Figure 1 shows the Hidden Markov
model representation of the behavior “Go-To-Ball”.
The Go-To-Ball Behavior HMM has 4 states, S1 - S4.
4 types of state are present: S1 is an initial state, S2
is an intermediate state, S3 is an accept states, S4 is a
reject state.

S1 S2 S3

S4
o1

o1 o3,o2 o3

Figure 1: The “Go-To-Ball” behavior represented as a Be-
havior HMM

The initial state, S1, captures the state in which the
robot is far away from the ball. As the robot moves
closer to the ball, it will be captured by the transition
to S2. When the robot is at state S2, it can either con-
tinue move closer towards the ball, in which case, it
will transit to S3. Alternatively, if the robot moves
away from the ball at this point, this will be captured
in S4. S4 is a reject state because when a robot moves
close to a ball and then moves away from it, it is not



a Go-To-Ball behavior. S3 is the accepting state. This
represents the completion of the behavior. The robot
transitions from state to state according to a predefined
transition probability distribution.

The observations o1 – o4 are identified according to
Figure 2 as further explained next. The input signal
provides the

� ����� � locations of the robots and of the
ball. For this behavior, the observations map to the
relative distance of the robot to the ball.

3.3. Observation feature extraction

The observations ; $ are generated from the location of
the objects in the field. The nature of the generation
method is dependent on the behavior in which we want
to recognize. However, it generally falls into these cat-
egories:

� Absolute position – The
� �0�� � �<� location of an

object is used to directly compute ; $ . Since ; $
are discrete, the continuous

� �0��� � �<� space is seg-
mented into regions, each corresponds to one of
;%$ .

� Object relative – The relative location of an ob-
ject relative to another object is used to compute
;%$ . This is often used in a behavior which is ball-
centric, e.g., Go-To-Ball and Go-Behind-Ball. In
other words, we use

� ��������� ,	� �
������ ����������� ,	�
��������4� �<� as our base continuous value, and then
segment this space into finite regions, as de-
scribed above.

� Dynamic – The dynamic properties of an object
are used to compute ;#$ . Often, as in our case,
robot behaviors are guided by some predictive
measures such as an Extended Kalman Filter [5],
to recognize such behaviors, the recognizer need
to employ similar techniques. An example is the
Intercept-Ball behavior, in which the ball’s veloc-
ity is used to segment the robot’s relative location
into regions.

For each state, there is a probability in which we
will see a certain observation. This is captured in the
observation probability, !#B $ � ;�� � & .

Figure 2 shows the ball-relative observations for the
Go-To-Ball Behavior HMM. The region relative to the
ball is segmented into three regions by two concentric
circles. The regions are labelled ; / ��;�� and ;�� . The
robot locating inside each of the region will trigger the
respective observation.

Ball

o2

o3

o1

Figure 2: Observations for the “Go-To-ball” behavior HMM

3.4. Formalizing a behavior HMM

We now formalize an augmented version of an
HMM that we call a Behavior Hidden Markov Model
(BHMM).

A Behavior Hidden Markov Model is the 5-tuple���7�
:

��� 1 !<" $�� $ , $���� &�� !#" $�� ,�� � ?
�� $!� ,�� &���!<" �"�" �$#%, &��

!#" � � 3 � " , &
– the states in the model, union of initial, interme-
diate, accept and reject states

��% 1 !<; $ & – the observation space

�'& 1 !#: $ 3 & – The state transition matrix, where:

: $ 3 1 ( ) ��+ ,�.0/ 1 " 3 5 + , 1 "A$ � ��(�) � ��*+) �

��, 1 !<B�$ � ; � � & – The observation probabilities

B�$ � ; � 1 (*) � ; 5 + , 1 " $ � �-(.) � ) �
��/ 1 ! / $ & – The initial state distribution

/ $ 1 (*) ��+ / 1 " $ � �-(0) � ) �

4. Behavior Recognition

The question is now, how to perform behavior recog-
nition using above model? Since the state is not di-
rectly observable, we can only infer the probability be-
ing at some state being state "%$ , (*) ��+ , 1 "A$ � , where1 $ (*) ��+7,*1 " $ �81 ( ��2 �

. This probability gives the
likelihood that the correspond state to be the actual
mental state of the robot.



As we have mentioned, a different BHMM is used
for each type of behavior. It is possible that two BH-
MMs shows high accepting probabilities at the same
time. This is a natural, however, since behaviors are
not necessarily mutually exclusive. For example, in or-
der to intercept a ball, a robot must also go to the ball.
In this scenario, the Go-To-Ball BHMM and Intercept-
Ball BHMM will both show a high accepting probabil-
ity.

While the robot is executing, observation comes in
at some interval, the question we want to ask is, given
an observation sequence

� 1 ; / �;��<����������; , , what is
the probability that we are in " $ ? in other words, we
are interested in the following probability:

( ) ��+7, 1 " $ 5 � 1 ; / �;�� ����������; , � �7�

where
�

is the Hidden Markov Model parameters.

We can decompose the above to:

(*) ��+ , 1 " $ 5 � 1 ; / ��; � ���������; , � �6� 1
(*) ��+7, 1 " $�� � 1 ; / ��;��<���������; , � �6�

(*) ��� 1 ; / ��; � ���������; , � �7�

If we let �0$ ���� 1 (*) ��+ , 1 "A$ � � 1
; / �; � �������4��; , � �7�

, then we have:

(*) ��+7,�1 " $ 5 � 1 ; / ��;��<���������; , � �7��1 ��$ ����1 $ �0$ ����

where � $ ���� is computed recursively by:

� $ ��� � ( ��1	�
3 �63 ���� :%3 $ B $ � ; ,�.0/ � �

4.1. Behavior segmentation and restart

Our assumption requires each behavior to be a se-
quence of state traversals. We assume that each behav-
ior starts from the initial state, and completes at the ac-
cept state. After executing one behavior, the robot will
either idle or start executing another one. To compli-
cate things further, the robot may terminate the execu-
tion of an behavior and start executing a new, possibly
different, one.

The Behavior Hidden Markov Model described so
far can recognize a single execution of a behavior, pro-
vided it is instantiated around the time when the real
behavior starts executing. Otherwise, it will be “off
phase” with the actually behavior and reliable recogni-
tion will no longer be guaranteed.

Akin to word segmentation in speech recognition,
we need to perform behavior segmentation in order to
apply HMM in the robot soccer domain. However, un-
like non-continuous speech domain, the segmentation
of robot behaviors is not as well defined. The execu-
tion of a sequence of robot behaviors is continuous and
does not have easily perceivable “silent gaps” between
behaviors. Therefore, it is very hard to look for seg-
mentation points between behaviors.

We devised a scheme to go around the segmentation
problem. We chose to instantiate a recognizer at reg-
ular intervals. By doing so, instead of spending effort
searching for segmentation points between successive
executions of two behaviors, and possible fail, we ig-
nore such points. The hope is that one of the recog-
nizers will instantiate at a point in time close to the
behavior start time.

The granularity of the interval is important, too
sparse an interval will result in the recognizer missing
the beginning of the behavior.

With instantiation of BHMMs at regular intervals,
the number of BHMM will go out of control as the
recognition system may run continuously throughout
soccer game. Although BHMM update is computa-
tionally cheap, A large amount of them will overload
the processor. Therefore, a mechanism must be de-
vised to remove BHMM from the system.

Two separate schemes are used to determine the re-
moval of a BHMM. 1) a timeout is set for each type of
behavior. It is assumed that a behavior such as Go-To-
Ball will not take more than a certain amount of time
to execute, say 30 seconds. Thus, 30 seconds after the
instantiation, it will be discarded. 2) When a HMMs
reach a high probability for a reject state. This tells
us that very probably the robot is not doing what the
BHMM is trying to recognize, therefore it is of no use
continue updating this BHMM.

5. Complete Behavior HMM Recognition
Algorithm

We now present our complete recognition algorithm in
pseudo code corresponding to our implementation.

� For all behavior recognizer type

– Instantiate initial copy

– Record start time and mark this instance as
active

� Forever until done

– Obtain object locations from vision system



– For each active behavior recognizer
� Compute current observation from vi-

sion data
� Update current state probabilities using

Most Like State update.
� Find most likely state (= mls)
� If (mls � ! accept state & )

� signal
� Continue to next recognizer in-

stance
� If (mls

� ! reject state & AND
( ) � mls ���

reject threshold)
� signal and mark instance as inac-

tive
� Continue to next recognizer in-

stance
� Compute elapse time for this instance.

If larger than timeout threshold mark
instance as inactive

– if ((current-time - last-instantiate-time)
�

instantiate threshold)
� For all behavior recognizer type

� Instantiate initial copy
� Record start time and mark this in-

stance as active
� last-instantiate-time = current-time

6. Experimental Results

The algorithm described about is implement. We im-
plemented BHMM for the following behaviors: Go-
To-Ball, Go-Behind-Ball, Intercept-Ball and Goalie-
Align-To-Ball. Figure 3 shows an example of the Go-
Behind-Ball robot behavior.

Figure 3: Robot trajectory

The robot attempts to go around and behind the
ball, but it aborts this behavior and heads away from
the ball. Two behavior HMMs, Go-To-Ball and Go-
Behind-Ball, are instantiated manually at the same

time the robot starts executing the behavior. Fig-
ures 4(a) and (b) illustrate the results of our recogni-
tion algorithm, by showing the probabilities computed
for each of the states of the two behaviors.
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(a) Go-To-Ball Behavior
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(a) Go-Behind-Ball Behavior

Figure 4: HMM behavior probabilities

Note that the figure correctly shows that the accept-
ing state, s2, of the Go-To-Ball Behavior (see Figure 1)
has a high probability for some time. As the robot
moves away from the ball, Go-To-Ball is rejected, with
a high probability of its state s3. An equivalent situa-
tion is observed for the Go-Behind-Ball behavior.



The second set of results shows the running of the
recognizers with restart. The robot trajectory used is
shown in Figure 5(a). This trajectory is continuous
execution of the same two behavior. The robot starts
away from the ball, then it goes behind the ball, leaves
the ball vicinity, and then goes behind the ball again.

Figure 5(b) shows a trace of the output of all the
Behaviors HMMs instantiated. In the diagram, each
bar corresponds to the BHMMs’ life span. The sec-
tions shows the change of the most likely state of
the BHMM over time. White sections are interme-
diate/initial states, black sections are accepting states
and a short section with a cross denotes rejected state.
A rejected BHMM is automatically disposed of. The
shift in position denotes the periodic instantiation of
the BHMM for this behavior.

As can be seen in the diagram, the first set of BH-
MMs traversed through a set of intermediate states, as
the robot arrives behind the ball, the state shows that
it is accepted. Once the robot leaves it location, the
behavior is no longer conform to the Go-Behind-Ball
specification and is immediately rejected. At the same
time, new BHMMs are created periodically, these cap-
tures the second execution of the Go-Behind-Ball be-
havior. Just like the first one, it successfully captures
the completion of the behavior and then the rejection
at the end.

(a) Robot Trajectory

Accept state

Reject state

Initial/Intermediate state

Time

HMM
Instances

(b) Go-Behind-Ball Behavior with Restart

Figure 5: Recognition of repeated behaviors

7. Conclusion

We address the challenging problem of autonomous
robot high-level behavior recognition from observed
low-level state features. The paper contributes the for-
mulation of robot behaviors as Hidden Markov mod-
els. States in the HMMs correspond to an abstracted
decomposition of the robot’s behavior. Intermediate
states probabilities are an indicator of a behavior in
progress. They can be used in anticipating the fu-
ture states of the robot. Transitions between states are
probabilistically achieved through observations of the
world state. We introduce Behavior HMMs. The paper
presents the recognition algorithm which orchestrates
multiple behaviors represented by different HMMs.
The algorithm has been tested and used both in sim-
ulation and with real robots. Illustrative experiments
are shown to demonstrate the real-time performance of
our recognition algorithm.
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